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Noles on Operolions
Spelling Errors in the Dofqbose:
Shodow or Subslonce?

Borboro Nichols Rondoll

A typographical error in a ship mortgage prepared by Haight, Gardner, Poor &
Havens could cost the Prudential Insurance Co. ofAmerica between $Il mil-
lion and $31.5 milhon before a dispute in federal court is ffnally resolved . . . at
issue is a $92.8 million lien. . . three zeroes were dropped from the amount
when the mortgage was amended in April 1986, leaving Prudential with a lien
that may be worth only $92,885.-Frost and Goldner (1988, 7).

Damn construction 92 percent complete at Brushy Creek-Leno (1998).

(1977)t Ryans (1978), Dwyer (1991), 160 citations in another.
Ballard and Lifshln (1992), Gardner Ryans (1978) studied the accuracy of
(1992), and Cahn (1994) all deal with the 700 iecords in the OCLC Online Com-
identilication or effect of misspelling on a puter Ubrary Corporation, Inc., database
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rusing Anglo- American C atalo guing Ru.les
(AACR), Intemational Standard Biblio-
graphic Description (Monographs) (ISBD
(M)), and OCLC input standards as mea-
sures. Most of the errors she found were
"due to simple carelessness" (131). She
found errors on 283 records, including mis-
spellings and typing errors. She did not
quantify the errors,-but she did describe
them as "frequent."

At the time of these earlv studies, on-

braries with adequate money and institu-
tional computer expertise created their
own online catalogs. Throughout the
1970s and 1980s, librarians performed ex-
tensive retrospective conversion of their
card catalogs (Reed-Scott 1985). Federal,
state, and local funds were used through-

the CONSER (CONversion of SERials)
projects. Catalogs of varying quality often
iesulted, which led to projects to clean up
the data.

Beall (AL Aside 1991) started a dia-
logue on misspelling that is ongoing, with
almost quarterly discussions occurring on
AUTOCAT. Beall searched the occurrence
of 10 common word misspellings, totaled
the occurrence of the words, eliminated the
i.e or sic words, subtracted the total from
100, and comparedthe result to other librar-
ies of similariize. The 10 misspellings are:
Febuary, Guatamala, Misssion, Goverment,
Fransisco, Grammer, Recieve, Wensday,
Seperate, Conditons. Dwyer (1991) further
reftned the method by deriving a way to
measure a meaningful errorrate bycompar-
ing the number of misspellings to the num-
ber of correct spellings of the words. Cahn
(1994) wed a measure to take into account
whether acrcess was prevented because of
the uniqueness of the error or whether the
error was redundant and therefore did not
affect access to the record. Ballard (f992)

published a list of commonly misspelled
words in online catalogs as a result ofa pro-

iect begun in 1991 to rid the Adelphi Uni-
versity"database of obvious typographlcal

"*tft"a does all this discussion of mis-
spelling and typographical errors mean?
Does the discussion represent merely the
perspective of good spellers and proof-
i""d'ers? Are ou"r catalbgs so flawed that

substance-errors that deny access to in-
formation-from the shadow-machine-
like perfection.

Punrosn

This study was conducted to determine,
first, how dirty the University at Albany's
catalog data are, and second, the effect
that thise data will have on a goup data-
base planned for the State University o[
New 

- 
York libraries (SUNYConnect).

Mnrnoo

First, the research team searched the Uni-
versity at Albany's catalog using the list of
words from Beall (AL Aside 1991). We per-
formed keyword searches and computed a
Beall score to get the frequency of error. We
next calculated the error rate deftned by
Dwyer ( 1991 ). Then we compared both val-
uesio the values found at the two other uni-
versity libraries in our proposed group data-
base that have similar-sized collections
(based on self-reported data from the
1998-99 Atrierican Library Drectory)-
Binghamton and Stony Brook. After this
preliminary comparison, we searched a set
irf *ordt in ott"'subie"t area (economics)

both to locate misspe[lings and to determine
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TABLE 1
Fnogunrucv oF ERRoRS FoR TERMs

rN BBII-Is Lrsr

Albanv Binqhemton Stonv Brook

Febuary

Guatamala

Misssion

Goverment

Fransisco

Grammer

Recieve

Wensday

Seperate

Conditons

TOTAL
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1 l

0

0

l 1

I

51

the relative importance ofthe errors found.
Finally, the error rates at the fourth library
in the proposed group were compared to
the rates at the New York State Librarv.
which has a collection of a similar size.

Rnsurts

Table I presents. the Beall scores for the
three institutions. Table 2 presents the
Dwyer scores for these same institutions.
None of the numbers seem to be conse-
quential, but because an important part of
database maintenance is correcting errors,

the question can be raised about when
such errors might be ignored. The answer
lies both in the placement of the error-that
is, whether the error denies access or
whether it does not-and in the uniqueness
of the term in the recrcrd. To address this.
the second stage of our research involved
searching for variations on three words re-
lated to one subject: economy, economic,
and economics. AII missoelled variations
of the words were founii in the Albany,
Binghamton, and Stony Brook databases.
We found 16 variations in misspelling (see
table 3): Albanyhad 12 spellingvariations,

TABLE 2
DwYER's Retros

2 10,545 5,2725

5 1,005 201

0 1,298 0

I 62,640 6,960

4 5,078 1,269.5

11 5,189 47t7

r t45 L45

0 4 1 6 0

22 1,964 89 3

6 28,488 4,748

4 7,849 1,962.3

0 6 9 5 0

0 r,590 0

4 59,532 14,883

3 9,679 3,226 3

7 5,151 735 I

l 153 153

0 4 5 2 0

23 1,876 8l 6

3 35,021 tt,673.7
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0

0
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2,995 998.3

804 268

916 0

39,486 2,467.9

9,444 1,574

4,240 385 5

1 7 0
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Binghamton had 13, and Stony Brook
had 9. The same variations in the same
bibliographic records occurred in more
than one database in 11 instances.

The 16 misspellings all were typo-
graphical errors-that is, errors in tran-
i"ripUon, not misspellings in the origi-
nal version. Typographical errors are
not solely a byproduct of the computer
age, but in facf have existed since early
rnanuscripts were copied letter by letter
in monasteries. Alfred Watts, a
"printer's reader" (proofreader), wrote
a classic work on typographical errors in
1883. Smith (1985) found Watts's work
useful in understanding how to improve
data entry and proofreading. Smith
noted that Watts evaluated each type of
wnographical error found in a sample of
60 two-column pages of small type set
by six different cbmpositors. Watts clas-
siffed errors into three categories: er-
rors of omission, substitutions, and dou-
bling. Gardner (1992) further refined
the substitution and omission catego-
ries by extracting two additional catego-
ries: errors of letter transposition and
errors of letter insertion.-An error of
transposition occurs when two adjacent
letteri are interchanged. Errors-of in-
sertion occur when a'n extra letter, ei-
ther the same or different, is added to
the word. Ballard and Lifshin (1992)
identified typographical errors as errors
of omission, substitution, insertion,
transposition, added space, and
dropped space.

Using Watts s error categories, the
samole 6ontained 6 instances of omis-
sion, 8 ofsubstitution, and 2 ofdoubling
in the sample (see table 4). When we
consider G-ardnert modifications, two
of the substitution errors could be
called errors of letter transposition and
one ofthe two doubling errors could be
called an insertion error. Finally, we did
not conduct tests for Ballard and
Lifshin's dropped space or added space
errors. Spacin'g p.o-blem. can be found
in some Catalogs using forms of internal
truncation. However, we did not pursue
this approach due to the uncertain re-
sults that would be achieved in Albany's
database. It is possible that there are un-

ecomomy

ecomomlc

ecomonlc

econonlc

econmlc

econlmtnc

ecnomlc

econommlc

economnlc

ecomomlcs

ecomonrcs

econonlcs

econmlcs

economcs

ecnomlcs

ecoomrcs

TABLE 3
Mlsspnllnp Tnnlras RnLeteP to

EcoNolr,ttcs AND THEIR FnegurNcv
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detected instances ofboth within the data-
bases. As Smith (1985, 189)said, "Although

new technology presents new pitfalls for
compositors ind proofreaders, the old
oneJ-the ones car]sed by human imper-
fection-remain to humble us."

We identified unique errors as such if the
misspelled word occurred only once in the
.ecoid. Followins Cahn's (1994) definition

TABLE 4
TYpocnapHlcAl ERRoRS Catsconlzsp

Usrlc Werrs' Ennon TYres

Omissions Substitutions Doublinqs

Econmic

Ecnomic

Econmics Ecomonico'

Economcs Econonic

Ecnomics Econimic

Ecoomics Ecomomics

Ecomonics""

Econonics

Ecomomy Econommic

Ecomomic Economnico

"also insertion
o' also transPosition
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of redundancy, if the misspelled word ap-
peared correctly spelled in another place
in the record we clissi{ied it as redun'dant.
Albany's database had4O% unique errors
(12 of 30) and the remaining errors were
redundant. Binghamton's database had
187o unique errdrs (9 of 49); while Stony
Brook had 43Vo unique errors (10 of 23)
(see table 5).

Unique errors are not all equal. For ex-
ample, errors in a title or sub;ect field are
more serious than errors in a note. In a
study ofonline catalog use for the Council
on Library Resources. Larson (1983) con-
cluded that most users search by subject.
Anderson (1995) reiterates that users rely
on-keyword and subject searching to find
information. Ballard and Lifshi; (1992)
found the majority of the errors in their
study in title ffelds (637o), followed by
notefields (2IVo),afihor errors (g7o), and
series errors (7Vo).The errors we found in
this study occurred in five fteld types' au-
thor fiel8s (includine main auth'oi. alter-
nate author, and pullisher), title fields
(including main an-d alternate titles), sub-
ject fields, note fields, and series ftelds.
By analyzing the unique errors, we found
tliat the miioriry oln 

"rro., 
occurred in

note fields, ri'ith iitle fields takinq second.
place. There were no errors irisubject
fields. Redundant errors also followed
this pattem.

group catalog bring back the errors or
compound the errors of our indMdual cat-
alogs? We wanted to know the overlap of
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common misspellings in the Albany,
Binghamton, and Stony Brook databases.
Six of the misspellings occurred in dl three
databases; 5 of the 6 misspelled words had
common records for more than one insti-
tution (see table 6). One record wirs corn-
mon to all three databases. Eight records
were common in two databases. The over-
lap of some of the typos was bothersome.
We wanted to know whether these errors
were all from data entry or whether some
were the result of a common record that
had errors, To check for this in the data-
bases ofthe three institutions, we used the
subset ofeconomics records that existed in
more than one database.

In addition to the common misspelled
records, common records where one li-
brary corrected the database misspelling
also existed. Of the total of 16 misspelled
emnomics words, a total of 85 records had
misspellings, and 23 records &d not have
the misspelling. Of the 17 common mis-
spellings (two or more) in table 5, we found
4 records with the terms spelled correctly.

The next step was to look at the catalog
ofthe fourth university center in the pro-
posed group, Buffalo. We ran the Beall,
D*y"" and misspelled economics terms
tests on Buffalo's catalog. The Beall score
was -40, and the Dwyer scores were con-
siderably lower. ThL economics terms
test revealed 12 misspellings. Of these, 1
was a misspelling not previously identi-
Iied; 4 were misspellings also found in one
other catalog; 2 were misspellings found
in two other catalogs; and the remaining 5
were misspellings found in three other
catalogs. We identified 3 additional re-
cords as common records and found I ad-
ditional misspelling (ecomomy).

TABLE 5
UNrqun AND REDUNDANT ERRoRS By LocATIoN rN REcoRD

Databme Error Type Author Title Subiect Note Series

Albany Unique

Redundant
2
J

I

2
2

D

1 l

J

6

0

2

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
D

JZ

5

J

2

2

0

0

3

D

Binghamton

Stony Brook

Unique

Redundant

Unique

Redundant
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TABLE 6
OvnRup op Ennons ar ALseNY, BtrucHelutou, exn Sronv Bnoox

Title Databases

ecomonlc

econmrc

1955

1981

1900

r955

1947

1904

1982

1971/1966

1971

econlmlc

ecnomlc

ecomomcs

Economic progress

A high-speed passenger rail
ivstrim foi the UlS.

The economics of &rect
employrnent

Interest as a source of
personal income and tax

revenue

Our emergent civilization

Miscellaneous essays and
addresses 

'

Philosophy of economics

App^lied economic
torecasting

Teachers as aqents of
national development

Albany, Binghamton

Albany, Binghamton

Binghamton, StonY Brook

Albany, Stony Brook

Albany, Binghamton, Stony

Albany, Binghamton

Binghamton, Stony Brook

Binghamton, Stony Brook

Binghamton, Stony Brook

But we were unclear how to evaluate
the scores found for Buffalo's database. We
were unsure the effect that the size ofthe
collection mieht have on the results, and
thus the relaiionship between the Beall
score of -40 found for Buffalo. and the
scores for the other three institutions in
the group. As a comparison, we compared
Buffalo's scores to the New York State Li-
brarv. which has a collection of similar size.

t'he State Library scored even lower
on the Beall test, -60, and consistently
lower on the Dwyer test. The economics
terms test revealed 25 misspellings (see
table 7). In comparison to the New York
State Library, the quality of Buffalo's da-
tabase was qood.

Why is tf,ere such a &fference between
the State Library and Buffalo? Because it
was possible to determine the source of the
State Library's records, but not those of the
other institutions, those records were sfud-
ied in depth. The State Library's automated
catalog, Excelsior, is a second-generation
database. The original database, CMS (Col-
Iection Management System), was fust op-
erational in 1978 when the State Library
moved its primary collections and base of
operations from the Education Building to
the Cultural Education Center in the Nel-
son E. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza, the

Goldsmiths'-Kress (8), Finserv upgrade (6),
CONSER (3), in-house direct input (3), ac-
cess level document cataloging (DACS) (2),
and archival records from the State Archives
and Records Administration (SARA) (2)'
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OCLC upgrade groups were older mate-
rial matched or upgraded based on
shelflist cards. The Fin-serv project was a
separate, production-oriented project un-
dertaken while the move to the new library
building was occurring. The library's cata-
loging staff were not involved in the pro-
ject initially. The Finserv upgrade and
OCLC upgrade projects did have catalog-
ing staff involvement as well as extensive
systems evaluation. The inclusion of
CONSER records, which underwent rig-
orous review, in the error group illustrates
the very human nature of spelling errors.

OCLC is the bibliographic utility the
State Library uses. We wonderedwhether
the errors from the OCLC and OCLC up-

TABLE 7
Ennons IN EcoNoMICS TERMS
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grade records still existed in the OCLC
database. Thirteen of the 30 records re-
main misspelled on the OCLC database.
This percentage rate, 43Vo, is lower than
the SLVo documented by Ballard and
Lifshin (1992). Three were in fields input
by State Library staff at the time of pro-
duction and were never present in the
OCLC database.

We searched one last database: the
University of California (UC) union cata-
log, Melvyl. Melvyl is a model for the
SUNYConnect project. The Melvyl Union
Catalog is part of a statewide mm-
puter-based library system created in 1981
by the California Digital Library (formerly
lmown as the Division of Library Automa-
tion), in conjunctionwith UC campuses. It
has been available online since the
mid-1980s (Crowell 1995) and has been
available in Web format since 1997. We
wanted to compare the error rates found in
this almost twenty-year-old catalog.

We searched the Web version of
M"ltyl using title keyword, subject key-
word, personal and corporate author key-
word. and series kevword. The note field
is not keyword searchable in Melvyl.
Melvyl (with 9,678,014 titles and
14,632,800 holdings as of November 25,
1998) is approximately twice the size of
the combined university centers, dis-
counting overlap. We friund error fre-
quencies for the Beall and the economics
term tests. We could not run the Dwyer
test because Melvyl does not allow for
complete counting of the correctly
spelledwords. Any Mehyl search that re-
trieves more than 10,000 hits is stopped.

We found at least one instance of each
misspelling. The primary category of er-
rors was subject fields, followed by title,
author, and series. Seven ofthe nine over-
lap titles in table 6 were also owned by UC
libraries and included the same errors.

Finally, due to the way that data entry
production is measured, we broke down
typographical errors as error per character
input, whether written or typed. Watts
(Smith 1985) found 1 error in every 1,750
characters. Chan (1994) notes that almost
one hundredyears later, in July 1980, re-
searchers at the National Composition As-
sociation found an error rate of I in 1,000.

NY State
Buffalo Libraw

ecomomy

ecomony

ecmony

ecomomlc

ecomonlc

econcomlc

econonlc

econmlc

economoc

econlmlc
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econmonlc

econommlc

econoomlc

econommc

ecocomlc

economolc

ecomomtcs

ecomonics

economcs

econrmles

econmlcs

economcs

ecnomlcs

ecoomrcs

1

0

0

0

0

0

J
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0

2

4

0

0

0

2

I

I

J

A

0

0

1

2

0

0

2
4

I
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z
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2

I

6

I

J

2

2

0

I

6
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I

I
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The Universitv at Albany's error rate is I in
1.946 characters.

CoNcLUsroN

While perfection in both humans and data-
bases is a worthwhile goal, the reality is
that it is also impossible. Most spelling er-
rors are redundant errors and thus. do not
prevent users from finding the needed re-
cord. As Cahn (1994, 30) correctly stated,
"Issues of time and money cannot be ig-
nored." Bourne (1977, 9-10) called mis-
spellings "internal parasites to tte search
system," yet he said, "while a relatively
large number of index terms are mis-
spelled (compared to conventional printed
indexes), and while those errors are very
conspicuous, theyinfact have relativelylit-
tle impact of file use for many of the data-
bases." Most librarians probably will agree
with Ballard and Lifshin (1992, 139), who
pointed out, "It may be widely perceived
that spelling errors in OPACs and other
large databases are few in number, ran-
domly distributed, and impossible to Io-
cate in any svstematic fashion. . . . every li-
brary that ir", 

"r, 
OPAC with key#ord

capability should search the problem
words that we have identified and fix the
inevitable errors."

In consultation with the head of cata-
loging at the University Libraries, we
chose to take a staged approach to data-
base cleanup. Although the consensus was
that the errors were minor, we wanted to
search for the terms in Ballard's list.
Because we lacked staff time and money, a
volunteerconductedthe searchforus. The
volunteer noted onlythe number ofoccur-
rences of the misspelled terms and found
697 potential misspellings of 106 words on
the Ballard list. Some misspellings were in
fact correct transcriptions oftitle page er-
rors and on investigation were correctlv la-
beled "i.e." or "[sic]." There were no in-
stances of misspellings for 73 of the words
found on the Ballard list. This list is being
used as a guide for correction as staff or
students become available to do the work.
We are correcting the most frequently
misspelled words first.

Concern about the impact of misspell-
ings on the catalog should be minor. Al-

though misspellings or typos are embar-
rassing, the low number of unique
oc"rrri"rrces of each misspelled telm
means that in most cases a user will still be
able to find a relevant item. The break-
down ofthe State Library's misspelled re-
cords suggest that most of the misspell-
inqs or typos might be traced to the
pr"ofessiori's early years of retrospective
lonversion. Given'that this work^can be
sorted out and listed by project code, it
becomes possible to target these records
for further examination. Moreover, some
of those records will disappear as we in-

the title transcription area, we also gener-
ated a list of instances of "micorform,"
"midroform," and'Vdeorcording." We are
aided in ourperfection questby sharp-eyed
spellers who send our department errors
tfiey notice in the catalog.

However, correcting spelling errors
and typos can take more time than most li-
brarili have. The small number of these
errors that can be reduced further (given
the concept ofuniqueness) shows that the

Wpe of large-scale effort Ballard (1992)
pe-rformed it Adelphi University is beyond
ihu -.ans and nee^ds of most libraries. The
combination of errors that occur as union
catalogs, whether virtual or otherwise, are
create"d increases the number oferrors but
not by any consequential amount. We be-
lieve that our current error-correction ef-
forts, on an as-needed basis or as a byprod-
uct of other enhancement projects, are
both sufffcient and reasonable.
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